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Abstract: Over a couple of decades ago, ARPANET 

was invented that acted as a launching pad for the 

internet. With the incorporation of packet switching 

and TCP/IP protocol stack, the current internet became 

much more leveraged by the implementation of Real-

time Transport Protocol (RTP) which facilitates real-

time transmission of data. The traditional internet 

architecture was developed as a packet data network 

where the entities take participate in communication, 

videlicet users and data sources communicate over a 

pre-established connection or channel with the help of 

IP addresses. It suffers the limitations of location 

based architecture. Later as researchers became much 

more aware of the cons of current internet 

architecture, a new internet architecture emanated that 

results in the invention of Information Centric 

Network (ICN). ICN efficiently deals with 

information dissemination rather than the awareness of 

location, inherently states that Named Data takes over 

IP address based networking. It is evident that named 

content deserves paramount significances than the 

location. As a result of these facts, the primitive 

internet architecture started evolving to cope up with 

the current challenges to a real-time environment. One 

such recent implementation of ICN is NDN. It can 

obliterate many of the cons of current internet 

architecture which stems from its location governing 

model. 

Keywords: NDN – Named Data Networking; ICN – 

Information Centric Networking; PIT – Pending 

Interest Table; FIB – Forwarding Information Base. 

 

1.  Introduction 
 

As days pass by, the world has witnessed plenty of 

changes in computing and communication. In the early 

days, computers were introduced as a mere device to 

perform calculations. Later, the devices move on in a 

direction to justify ‘computation and communication’. 

As a result of this evolution, the inclination of 

computing towards communication seems vital 

nowadays. Later, the internet came into existence with 

the introduction of ARPANET that started as a 

prototype of military and regional academic purposes 

[13]. It is apparent that the internet has been introduced 

as client-server architecture and later, it became much 

more leveraged with the incorporation of peer to peer 

computing facilitated by packet switching mechanism. 

Soon after, with the implementation of ISO OSI 

Reference model and TCP/IP Architecture, the internet 

became much more authoritative. 

TCP/IP architecture is inclined towards host-to-host 

communication scenario in which, IP addresses plays a 

major role. It can be explicitly stated that the location 

information has paramount significances. Later, 

according to researchers, it would have been better to 

exploit cached copy of content that had been priorly 

delivered to the communicating entities such as nodes, 

or any other network devices in order to mitigate the 

necessity to communicate with the server or the 

location of desired content, each and every time when 

any need arises. This single most incredible thought 

gave rise to a new networking architecture termed 

“Information Centric Networking (ICN)”. It ensued a 

complete paradigmatic shift from Host-to-Host 

communication design model to Client-to-Content 

design model.  

 

2.  ICN: Through the Milestones 

 

In 2002, Stoica et al (Berkeley) proposed Internet 

Indirection Infrastructure based on IDs with rendezvous 

based communication. It was the seed for the concept 

of ICN. ICN was initially proposed to TRIAD. 

2006, DONA (Data Oriented Network Architecture) 

project at UC Berkeley proposed ICN architecture [4, 

18]. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Types of ICN Architecture 

 

2007, Van Jacobson at PARC (Palo Alto Research 

Centre) in California started “Content Centric 

Networking (CCN)”. Shortly, “Named Data 
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Networking (NDN)” was introduced as an 

enhancement of CCN architecture. 

2010, PURSUIT (Publish-Subscribe Internet 

Technology) was started to be developed as a 

continuation of PSIRP (Publish-Subscribe Internet 

Routing Paradigm). 

Later, European FP7 4WARD project proposed the 

Network of Information (NetInf) project [1]. 

 

3.  Named Data Networking (NDN) 
 

In TCP/IP architecture, the supreme concern is location 

awareness based on which the entire networking 

concept runs. Instead, the given architecture i.e. NDN, 

named content plays a key role in communication. It 

doesn’t rule out entire TCP/IP architecture, but it is 

designed to work either independent or on the top of 

TCP/IP architecture. In NDN, data is at central role 

[13]. The name can be anything – an endpoint, a data 

chunk or a command. NDN changes the semantics of 

network services from delivering the packet to a given 

destination address for fetching data identified by a 

given name and it follows pull based model [2], 

Whereas TCP/IP architecture is Push based model. The 

self-regulation of network traffic, security primitives 

are integrated into the protocol from the start. Data 

objects are independent of location, application, and 

storage. 

 

3.1.  Features of NDN 
 

The main attractive feature of NDN is the possibility of 

communication without the knowledge of source and 

destination address that means it doesn’t provide much 

emphasize on the location of data. ‘What data’ is more 

important than ‘Where data’ is. 

NDN facilitates packet loss detection and loop 

prevention. NDN enables multipath interest packet 

forwarding and data packet multicasting [9, 13]. 

Interest aggregation is possible in NDN when multiple 

interests for the same content appear. It follows 

symmetric routing as the data is sent back in the same 

path as the interest broadcast. As it pursues names 

rather than IP addresses, it is termed as Flexible when 

compared to TCP/IP architecture. Distributed caching 

is allowed in NDN as it follows Leave Copy 

Everywhere (LCE) [3]. Efficiency is provided much 

more, as NDN lacks DNS overhead which we have in 

Network Address Translation (NAT) in TCP/IP. By 

nature, NDN is more robust as it can put up with 

unforeseen cumbersome malfunctions. It invariably 

boasts off incorporating any number of entities into 

existing ones in terms of networks or nodes. It provides 

built-in security to the each and every chunk of the data 

object or to the whole data object or both [11]. 

  

3.2.  Architectural Principles 
 

NDN doesn’t rule out entire TCP/IP architecture 

instead it can work on top of TCP/IP architecture. It can 

also work independently but already established 

TCP/IP architecture can’t be neglected as roughly 

around 6.4 billion devices are connected to the internet. 

The end-to-end principle is preserved in NDN similar 

to TCP/IP architecture. 

Routing and Forwarding plane separation. It is 

inevitable for the functioning of internet 

communication. It facilitates the forwarding plane to 

function while routing mechanism continues to evolve 

through ages [9, 12]. 

Built-in security is to be provided in NDN for each and 

every individual piece of data rather than the 

connection tunnel between communicating entities 

[11]. 

Self-regulating networking traffic is a much-needed 

one so as to balance the flow of data delivery. It is very 

crucial in stabilizing network operation. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. IP and NDN Protocol 

 

User choice and competition to be facilitated at the 

global level of deployment is taken into account of. 

 

3.3.  Solutions to IP Issues 
 

TCP/IP architecture completely relies on IP address 

through which at most 2
32

 entities are addressable and 

routable. Whereas in NDN no such limit prevails, as it 

doesn’t possess address space exhaustion. 

As IP address is much more authoritative in TCP/IP 

architecture, a translation scheme videlicet ‘domain 

name to IP address translation’ is needed to convert 

human-friendly domain names into IP addresses, so as 

to access the location where the content exists and to 

retrieve it. As a contrary to this, NDN doesn’t need 

such a translation system [19].  

Address management is much simpler in NDN when 

compares with ICN, as human-friendly content names 

are in practice to access the data rather than the IP 

address in TCP/IP. It explicitly conveys that NDN is a 

pull-based architecture whereas TCP/IP is a push based 

one. 

 

3.4.  Packet Format 
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The TCP/IP architecture completely relies on a point to 

point connection. Always connection with the location 

of data is needed even though the required content is 

available on immediate hops. NDN resolves this issue 

by facilitating the requester with the data from 

immediate hop as the NDN boasts of ‘cache copy 

everywhere’ scheme which eliminates the need of 

persistent connection with the origin of data; it means, 

any hop which has the possession of cached content can 

serve the content. 

NDN packets lack headers of fixed length which help 

to minimize the cost of processing of each packet [15]. 

TLV format provides the freedom of using the variable 

sized headers and thereby incorporating flexibility as 

well as compatibility in terms of adding new types as 

and when the protocol evolves through ages [17]. 

NDN architecture is completely based on the name of 

the data and data naming [11]. It has two types of 

packets. 

• Interest Packet 

• Data Packet 

 

 
 

Figure 3. NDN Packet Format 

 

Interest packet encompasses Content Name and Nonce 

which are essential components. Content Name refers 

to the name of the required content. The nonce is a 

randomly generated entity by the consumer which 

ensures the uniqueness of each request. Through the 

combination of Name and Nonce, the uniqueness of 

interest packet is ensured and uniquely identified as 

well. This aids in destroying looping interests [13]. 

Besides these two mandatory fields, there exist multiple 

optional fields such as Selectors, Scope, and Interest 

LifeTime. Selectors deal with discovering and selecting 

of data that matches best to articulated interest. The 

scope defines the length of travel for an interest. 

Interest LifeTime defines how long the interest will be 

kept in PIT. 

Data packet comprises Content Name, Meta Info, 

Content (Data), Signature. Content Name refers to a 

hierarchical name structure with the sequence of name 

components [17]. Meta Info contains surplus 

information about the content type, freshness period, 

final block id etc. Content (Data) denotes some 

arbitrary binary data (held in the content element) 

together with its name [16]. Signature reveals the link 

or relationship between generated content and its 

producer. It provides more information about the 

publisher. 

 

3.5.  Router Architecture 
 
NDN is driven by receiver or consumer via interest 

forwarding. Whenever a node is in need of a particular 

content, it sends out an interest packet over the 

network. The Content name field in interest packet 

identifies the data desired. Once the interest reaches the 

node which has the possession of required data 

responds through the content object (data). This 

communication between producers to consumer follows 

the reverse path of which the interest has come in. 

To assist such a pull based state-full communication 

model, each router preserves three data structures 

namely Pending Interest Table, Forwarding 

Information Base and Content Store. When an interest 

arrives, a corresponding entry is to be made in PIT, 

details about which interface that interest has come 

from [16]. For an interest, there are three main 

operations associated with PIT: Insert a new entry, 

delete a serviced entry, and update an existing entry. In 

a nutshell, PIT Store all the interests that a router has 

forwarded, but not satisfied yet [15]. It lists or keeps 

track of how many nodes had already requested the 

node for content. After storing from which interfaces an 

interest has come, it gets forwarded upstream over the 

nodes by looking up the name in Forwarding 

Information Base (FIB) [14]. It is a Routing table 

which maps name components to interfaces. It contains 

the list of sources of content. On the arrival of data 

packets, the router finds the matching PIT entry and 

forwards the data to all the interfaces. Thereafter the 

satisfied PIT entries get deleted and cache the data onto 

the Content Store (CS). It is a temporary cache of data 

packets the router has received. It is a buffer storage 

used to cache the propagating content. Apart from these 

three data structures, there exists a Forwarding Strategy 

Module [11, 12]. It refers to a series of policies and 

rules about forwarding packets [9]. 

 

3.6.  Working Principle 
 

Learning NDN mainly consists of three data structures 

having a major role in the working of NDN. In NDN, 

when a consumer requires any data he will broadcast 

his requirements through the interest packet. One 

Interest packet can fetch back only one data packet 

containing the data requested [17]. In NDN multiple 

interests for the same data will be considered as a 

single interest and the interfaces will be appended 

together and the data will be fetched back to all those 

interfaces requesting the same data. 

When the consumer sends the interest, that interest is 

broadcasted in the network and based on the content 

name the data is traced out. When the interest packet 
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for any data sent by the consumer reaches the face of a 

node, then the longest prefix matching is done to check 

and identify, if that particular data is available in the 

content store [15]. If the requested data is available, 

then that particular data will be fetched back to the 

consumer through the data packet and the interest will 

be discarded as it is served. But if the data is not 

available in the Content Store (CS), then it will check 

the Pending Interest Table (PIT) and its entries [12, 14]. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Forwarding engine – Working of NDN 

 

If any exact entry is already available then, this new 

interface will be affixed to the already existing entry. If 

no such entry is available in PIT, then a new PIT entry 

will be created for that data. And the Forwarding 

Information Base (FIB) will be checked, as FIB 

contains the resources and details of all the contents. So 

based on the details of the FIB, if matching entry is 

available then the interest will be broadcasted to all 

those nodes which have the data. If no information is 

available in FIB, then that interest packet will be 

discarded. When the requested data arrives back 

through the data packet to the interface of the node, the 

longest prefix match is done for the content name in the 

data packet. When the data is fetched back from the 

sender to the receiver, the name of the content is 

checked with the entry which is already available in the 

PIT to make sure whether the requested data is only 

arrived [14].If the content name of the data obtained in 

the data packet matches with that in the interest packet 

details of the PIT, then the data is served for all the 

interfaces through which the data has been requested by 

the interest packet. If the name of the content of the 

data packet doesn’t match with the details of PIT, then 

that data packet will be discarded [15]. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.  Data packet Lookup and Forwarding process 

 

The data will be served for all the faces which have 

made its entry into the PIT. If the data is requested by 

the aggregate set of interest, then the data will be 

served to all those interests that are given in an 

aggregated form. Whereas while fetching data, it will 

be sent as a single request and only single data will be 

fetched back. But the copy of data will be served for 

those aggregate requests. 

While serving the data onto the consumer the data will 

be replicated in all the nodes through which the data is 

passed through. By default, in NDN, data served or 

fetched will be cached in all the routers through which 

it passes through. In NDN, the cached copy of data will 

be stored in all the nodes through which the data arrives 

the consumer, which makes the data to leave its copy 

everywhere [15, 16]. Thus NDN by default uses the 

LCE (Leave Copy Everywhere) method and leaves the 

copy of data through its path. 

Before serving the data to the consumer, the copy of 

data will be stored in the Content Store and then the 

data will be served to the user. Whenever a data is 

obtained by the consumer, the copy of data will be 

stored in the CS to make it available for future usage. 

After storing a copy of data in the CS, the data will be 

provided to the consumer through the interface by 

which the interest was given [10, 15]. 

 

4.  Comparison between TCP/IP and NDN 

 

The Comparison of TCP/IP and NDN are given as 

follows: 

 

4.1.  Addressing 
 

In TCP/IP architecture, addressing has done through 

the IP addresses. But in NDN, it is done through the 

named data. 

 

4.2.  Routing  

 

In TCP/IP architecture, IP Address is the most 

dominant entity and Stateless forwarding is more 

prevalent. But in the case of NDN, the content name is 

of having much significance and the forwarding is 

stateful [9].  

 

4.3.  Security 
 

In TCP/IP architecture, security is given to the whole 

tunnel or the communication channel, whereas, NDN 

provides built-in security to each and every individual 

data chunks [4, 5, 6]. 

 

4.4.  Caching 
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TCP/IP architecture doesn’t support in-network 

caching; whereas NDN supports it [16]. 

 

4.5.  Error Detection 

 

TCP/IP architecture handles error detection in Link and 

Transport layer. But in NDN it is provided through the 

Link and Network layers [4, 5, and 6]. 

 

4.6.  Buffering for Retransmission 
 

In TCP/IP architecture, Transport layer protocols use 

the send and receive buffers in the kernel-space. But 

NDN makes use of Application level framing, send and 

receive buffers are done in the application layer. 

 

4.7.  Encryption 
 

Session layer (TLS/SSL) plays a key role in TCP/IP 

powered internet, whereas NDN uses the user specific 

libraries in the network layer [5, 6]. 

 

4.8.  Presentation Formatting 
 

In TCP/IP architecture, presentation formatting [5] is 

done in the Presentation layer. But in NDN, it is via 

data packet naming. 

 

4.9.  Detecting Network Transmission 

 

TCP/IP based internet lacks detection of network 

transmission. But NDN provides such a network 

transmission detection support. 

 

4.1.1.  Acknowledgment 
 

TCP/IP uses ACK mechanism for facilitating 

acknowledgment. But in NDN, data packet itself 

provides acknowledgment service. 

 

4.1.2.  Flow/Congestion Control 

 

TCP/IP architecture makes use of transport protocols. 

But in NDN, data packet follows the reverse path of 

interest packet [11]. 

 

4.1.3.  Multiplexing  
 

In TCP/IP, it makes use of process-to-process 

multiplexing/demultiplexing between two socket 

endpoints. But in NDN, interest packet or data packet 

are de-multiplexed through the CN. 

 

4.1.4.  Timestamp & Sequence Number 
 

This mechanism is carried out in TCP/IP architecture 

via its transport layer. But in NDN, the network layer 

plays a key role in providing timestamp & sequence 

number [6, 11]. 

 

5.  Research Issues 

 
As NDN is a novel architecture, it opens up plenty of 

challenges to research domain such as naming, caching, 

routing, forwarding, mobility etc. 

Naming is a major challenge as the name should be 

human readable, globally unique, location independent 

and directly routable and addressable. So far, there are 

flat, hierarchical, attribute value based approaches 

developed; even then each of which became failure to 

cope with all the aforementioned requirements. These 

approaches support some of the requirements, but not 

all. So there should be an approach which can cope up 

with the above-mentioned requirements and should be a 

general agreement also. These matters pave way for 

many research areas. 

Routing encompasses both intra domain and inter 

domain. Inter-domain opens up many challenges as it 

makes use of BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) which is 

highly dependent on policies rather than the shortest 

path and above all policy agreement frequently changes 

in NDN [11]. The conventional routing approaches 

could be replaced with geometric routing such as 

hyperbolic routing [8]. In a highly dynamic 

environment, hand over is a major issue. By default, 

Consumer nodes have built in mobility support but 

Provider nodes don’t have. Handover latency and hand 

over overhead etc. are the other areas to be dealt 

efficiently. 

Where to cache the data and when to cache the data is 

vital when to deal with cache space management during 

several traffics competes for cached data. As NDN 

supports LCE (Leave Copy Everywhere) scheme, the 

data is cached in all the nodes which can be an 

overhead [15]. Even though some selective caching 

policies are developed, still it is a major area of concern 

for researchers. The selective caching approach mainly 

deals with popular and unpopular content i.e. it 

proposes to cache only the highly popular content 

rather caching of less popular content. Here the main 

challenges are how to find and measure the popularity 

of content. Replacement strategies to be formulated as 

and when existing data becomes stale so as to make 

room for new data. This is put into practice via LRU 

(Least Recently Used) policy in Named Data 

Networking. 

In a highly dynamic environment, that has an 

intermittent connection and highly overloaded links and 

high handover latency draws much attention to the 

researcher’s community. In NDN consumer nodes are 

blessed with built in mobility support but provider 

nodes don’t. In addition to that provider’s mobility 

incurs overhead and latency issues [7, 11]. 

In NDN, key management in public and private key 

cryptosystems is a major hurdle. Access Control 
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Policies are another area to be taken into account of [6]. 

To sum up, security, trust management, and privacy are 

the other major challenges to be faced up to. 

 

6.  Conclusion 

CCN is proposed to take into account of the current 

challenges in real time environment and to do the 

provision for facilitating the internet users of current 

age in many ways. It can be treated as the solution to IP 

issues. While giving due reverence for the primitive 

architecture, it is very obvious that it is very difficult 

not to state that our current internet finds many 

difficulties in dealing with the needs of current internet 

users. So it can be stated explicitly that NDN can be a 

solution to IP issues. 

 

Under the CCN architecture, individual pieces of 

content are secured rather than securing the connection 

or pipe. To a great extent, flexibility is provided by 

means of names instead of IP addresses. Another 

interesting feature of NDN is ‘Cache Copy 

Everywhere’ scheme and distributed caching. On 

comparison with TCP/IP architecture, it can be 

explicitly stated that NDN architecture works faster 

than TCP/IP architecture and it is much more efficient. 

Better scalability with respect to information or 

bandwidth demand and better robustness in challenging 

communication scenarios are the other eye-catching 

features of NDN. 
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